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Abstract
In this paper we try to improve Information Extraction in legal texts by creating a legal Named Entity Recognizer, Classifier and Linker. With this tool, we can identify relevant parts of texts and connect them to a structured knowledge representation, the LKIF ontology.

More interestingly, this tool has been developed with relatively little effort, by mapping the LKIF ontology to the YAGO ontology and through it, taking advantage of the mentions of entities in the Wikipedia. These mentions are used as manually annotated examples to train the Named Entity Recognizer, Classifier and Linker.

We have evaluated the approach on holdout texts from the Wikipedia and also on a small sample of judgments of the European Court of Human Rights, resulting in a very good performance, i.e., around 80% F-measure for different levels of granularity. We present an extensive error analysis to direct further developments, and we expect that this approach can be successfully ported to other legal subdomains, represented by different ontologies.

1 Introduction
Named Entity Recognition and Classification (NERC) is a cornerstone for Information Extraction (IE). Accurate and specific NERC allows for improved Information Retrieval (IR) and a more informative representation of the contents of documents. It is the basis for the identification and formal representation of propositions, claims and arguments in legal texts, as shown by Sürdeanu et al. [25].
Information Retrieval and Extraction are key issues in legal practice nowadays, because they allow for an extensive and quick exploitation of jurisprudence. If law practitioners are provided with relevant cases when they are building their arguments for a new case, they are more liable to produce a sounder argumentation. It is also to be expected that cases are resolved more definitely if compelling jurisprudence is provided, even at an early stage in the judicial process. More and more technological solutions are being developed in this line, which shows the feasibility and utility of this line of work. In this context, open-source tools and resources are important also to provide equity to the access of law.

In the legal domain, Named Entities are not only names of people, places or organizations, as in general-purpose NERC. Named Entities are also names of laws, of typified procedures and even of concepts. Named Entities may also be classified differently, for example, countries and organizations are classified as Legal Person, as can be seen in the following example extracted from a judgment of the European Court of Human Rights¹:

**Example 1** The [Court]organization is not convinced by the reasoning of the [combined divisions of the Court of Cassation]organization, because it was not indicated in the [judgment]abstraction that [E˘gitim-Sen]person had carried out [illegal activities]abstraction capable of undermining the unity of the [Republic of Turkey]person.

Different levels of granularity can be distinguished in NERC. The most fine-grained level of NERC, Named Entity Linking (NEL) has acquired much attention from the community in recent years, mostly because of the availability of knowledge bases and computational resources that make NEL feasible. The task of NEL consists in determining the identity of entities mentioned in text with respect to a knowledge base. Example 1 can be tagged for NEL as follows:

**Example 2** The [Court]European_Court_of_Human_Rights is not convinced by the reasoning of the [combined divisions of the Court of Cassation]Yargıtay Hukuk Genel Kurulu, because it was not indicated in the [judgment]Court_of_Cassation's_judgment_of_22_May_2005 that [E˘gitim-Sen]Education_and_Science_Workers_Union_(Turkey) had carried out [illegal activities]∅ capable of undermining the unity of the [Republic of Turkey]Turkey.

In the legal domain, Named Entities are best represented using ontologies. While this is true of any domain, the need for an ontology representing the underlying semantics of Named Entities is crucial in the legal domain, with the severe requirement of precision, a rich hierarchical structure, and well-founded semantics for some of its sub-domains (see, for example, the Hohfeldian analysis of legal rights [18]). Some ontologies have been created to model the legal domain, with different purposes and applied to different sub-domains, e.g., [2, 17, 3]. However, their manual creation and maintenance is a very time-consuming and challenging task: domain-specific information needs to be created by legal experts to ensure the semantics of regulations is fully captured. Therefore, such ontologies have little coverage, because they have a small

number of entities or dwell only in abstract concepts. Moreover, only very few annotated legal corpora exist with annotations for entities. All this constitutes an important barrier for Information Extraction from legal text.

In this paper, we tackle this issue by addressing the following research question: how to populate legal ontologies, with a small number of annotated entities, to support named entity recognition, classification and linking?

We take a “cheap” approach, by exploiting the information already available in Wikipedia, and connecting it with an ontology of the legal domain. More concretely, we aligned the WordNet- and Wikipedia-based YAGO ontology\(^2\) [24] and the LKIF ontology\(^3\) [17] specifically conceived for representing legal knowledge. By doing this, we are transferring the semantics of LKIF to Wikipedia entities and populating the LKIF ontology with Wikipedia entities and their mentions. At the same time, we obtain a high number of manually annotated examples, taking linked strings in the Wikipedia as examples of entity mentions.

With these examples, we can automatically learn a Named Entity Recognizer, Classifier and Linker. We have applied different approaches, including a customized learner and an off-the-shelf NERC, i.e., the Stanford CRF NERC. Both approaches achieve state-of-the-art performance for a 5-way classification granularity. For finer-grained distinctions, each approach has its own advantages, but both offer good results. For Named Entity Linking, the performance needs to be refined but this can be achieved implementing well-known techniques.

We see that, while results on Wikipedia documents are good, there is a drop in performance when we change the domain and apply NERC to judgments of the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR). To deal with this domain change, we have explored the usage of word embeddings, without much improvement. After an analysis of error, we have identified a number of factors that will most probably impact in significant improvements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we highlight the main insights of the related literature, and we compare it with the proposed approach. Then, we describe the alignment between YAGO and LKIF, the resulting populated ontology and annotated corpus. In Section 4, we describe different approaches to learn a NERC, and in Section 5 we address the NEL task. We present the methods exploited for the evaluation in Section 6, and we discuss the obtained results in Section 7.

2 Related work

There exist few of ontologies to represent the legal domain. LRI-Core [8] is intended as a core ontology for law, but it contains very few legal concepts. However, it is thoroughly based on principles of cognitive science, and its top structure is the base of LKIF. The Core Legal Ontology [15] organizes legal concepts and relations on a commonsense basis inspired by DOLCE+ [14]. The LegalRuleML ontology [4] aim to represent machine-readable legal knowledge, with a particular attention to legal sources,

\(^2\)www.yago-knowledge.org/
\(^3\)http://www.estrellaproxect.org/lkif-core/
time, defeasibility, and deontic operators. Moreover, general-purpose ontologies usually contain some representation of the legal domain, but legal concepts are either not explicitly delimited or very few, or both. We have chosen the LKIF ontology because it is based on previous ontologies and is a well-principled ontology of the legal domain. In the future, we plan to extend our work to LegalRuleML to tackle issues like temporal aspects of norms, violation-reparation, and defeasibility that are not dealt with in LKIF.

In the literature, only few approaches addressed the problem of legal ontology population. More precisely, Bruckschen and colleagues [9] describe an ontology population approach to legal data, whose experimental evaluation is run over a corpus of legal and normative documents for privacy. The goal of this research is to provide a resource that can help software industry project managers to calculate, understand and lower privacy risks in their projects. Ontology population is then obtained through the task of NER. Lenci et al. [20] report an experiment on an ontology learning system called T2K. They use NLP and Machine Learning methods to extract terms and relations from free text. The experimental evaluation is conducted on Italian legal texts, and it is able to identify the classes of the ontology, as well as many hyponymy relations. Related approaches to legal ontology population are presented by Boella and colleagues [19, 7]. The former discusses the results of the classification and extraction task of norm elements in European Directives using dependency parsing and semantic role labeling. The experimental system takes advantage of the way the Eunomos system [6] they developed present norms in a structured format. This approach focuses on how to extract prescriptions (i.e., norms) and other concepts (e.g., reason, power, obligation, nested norms) from legislation, and how to automate ontology construction. Similarly, they [7] propose an approach that provides POS tags and syntactic relations as input of a SVM to classify textual instances to be associated to legal concepts. While the approaches in [9, 20] tackle the issue of legal ontology population, they differentiate from our approach regarding many aspects. The main difference with all the above mentioned approaches is the generality of the approach we propose in this paper, that can be easily adapted to any legal ontology and that shows good performance. Moreover, the goal of our approach, i.e., Named Entity Recognition and Entity Linking, and the populated ontologies respectively, are different.

3 Aligning YAGO and LKIF

On the one hand, LKIF [17] is an abstract ontology describing a core of basic legal concepts developed within the EU-funded Estrella Project. It consists of various modules with high-level concepts, and then three modules with law-specific concepts, with a total of 69 law-specific classes. It covers many areas of the law, but it is not populated with concrete real-world entities.

On the other hand, YAGO is a knowledge base automatically extracted from Wikipedia, WordNet, and GeoNames, and linked to the DBpedia ontology and to the SUMO ontology. It represents knowledge of more than 10 million entities, and contains more
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4http://wiki.dbpedia.org/
5http://www.adampease.org/OP/
than 120 million facts about these entities, tagged with their confidence. This information was manually evaluated to be above 95% accurate.

In our alignment process, we do not map relations but only classes. The manual alignment is done by mapping a node in one ontology to a node in the other ontology. All children nodes of a connected node are connected by their most immediate parent. Therefore, all children nodes of the aligned YAGO nodes are effectively connected to LKIF through this mapping. The alignment has been addressed by two different persons in parallel, with an agreement phase at the end of the process to decide about controversial mappings, i.e., a concept in one ontology was aligned with two different concepts in the other ontology.

The mapping was carried out using the following methodology: for each LKIF concept, we try to find an equivalent in YAGO. If there is no direct equivalent, then we try to find a subclass, if not, a superclass. When some equivalent concept has been found, we establish the alignment using the OWL primitives equivalentClass and subClassOf. Finally, we navigate YAGO to visit the related concepts and check whether they could be aligned with another LKIF concept or if they were correctly represented as children of the selected concept.

Because of this methodology, LKIF is effectively the backbone of the resulting ontology, which can be then thought of as an extension of LKIF, including the alignment of the concepts with YAGO ones. This implies that some legal concepts in YAGO are not in our ontology because they were not represented in LKIF. This is the case, for example, of the subdomain of Procedural Law or Crime, which were two annotate entities in the judgments of the ECHR. We can expect that whenever the ontology is applied to a specific subdomain of the law, it will need to be extended with the relevant concepts.

There are a total of 69 classes in this portion of the LKIF ontology, of which 30 could be mapped to a YAGO node, either as children or as equivalent classes. Two YAGO classes were mapped as parent of an LKIF class, although these we are not exploiting in this approach. 55% of the classes of LKIF could not be mapped to a YAGO node, because they were too abstract (i.e., Normatively_Qualified), there was no corresponding YAGO node circumscribed to the legal domain (i.e., Mandate), there was no specific YAGO node (i.e., Mandatory_Precedent), or the YAGO concept was overlapping but not roughly equivalent (as for “agreement” or “liability”).

From YAGO, 47 classes were mapped to a LKIF class, with a total of 358 classes considering their children, and summing up 4'5 million mentions. However, the number of mentions per class is highly skewed, with only half of YAGO classes having any mention whatsoever in Wikipedia text. Of these 122 populated YAGO classes, only 50 were heavily populated, with more than 10,000 mentions, and 11 had less than 100 mentions. When it comes to particular entities, more than half of the entities had less than 10 mentions in text, only 15% had more than 100 and only 2% had more than 1000. This is a problem for a machine learning approach, since classes with less population cannot be properly learnt by classical methods. Even if for the Named Entity Classification it is not an acute problem, we are planning to apply this approach for Named Entity Linking as well, and then it becomes a serious problem. Moreover, the most populated classes are not core of legal domain, e.g., company, association.
3.1 Level of granularity

The LKIF and YAGO ontologies are very different, and the task of NERC and NEL also differ from each other. In order to assess the performance of the classification at different levels, we established some orthogonal divisions in our ontology, organized hierarchically and effectively establishing different levels of granularity for the NERC and NEL algorithms to work with. Then, we assessed the performance in each level.

The hierarchy of concepts we developed is displayed in Figure 1. We did not use the hierarchy provided by the two ontologies themselves because LKIF, which is our backbone ontology, is not hierarchical, but more aimed to represent interrelations and mereology. YAGO, on the other hand, often presents the multi-parent structure so characteristic of WordNet. The top distinction in our hierarchy is between Named Entities and non-Named Entities, then within Named Entities we distinguish Person, Organization, Document, Abstraction and Act, within those we distinguish LKIF classes and within those we distinguish YAGO classes.

1. NER (2 classes): The coarsest distinction, it distinguishes NEs from non-NEs.

2. NERC (6 classes): Instances are classified as: Abstraction, Act, Document, Organization, Person or Non-Entity.
3. LKIF (69 classes, of which 21 have mentions in the Wikipedia): Instances are classified as belonging to an LKIF node.

4. YAGO (358 classes, of which 122 have mentions in the Wikipedia): Instances are classified as belonging to the most concrete YAGO node possible (except an URI), which can be either child of a LKIF node or an equivalent (but it is never a parent of an LKIF node).

5. URI (174,913 entities): Entity linking is the most fine-grained distinction, and it is taken care of by a different classifier, described in Section 5.

In Figure 2, we show the Example 1 with respect to these different levels of abstraction.

NER
The [Court] is not convinced by the reasoning of the [combined divisions of the Court of Cassation], because it was not indicated in the [judgment] that [Eğitim-Sen] had carried out [illegal activities] capable of undermining the unity of the [Republic of Turkey].

NERC
The [Court]organization is not convinced by the reasoning of the [combined divisions of the Court of Cassation]organization, because it was not indicated in the [judgment]abstraction that [Eğitim-Sen]person had carried out [illegal activities]abstraction capable of undermining the unity of the [Republic of Turkey]person.

LKIF
The [Court]PublicBody is not convinced by the reasoning of the [combined divisions of the Court of Cassation]PublicBody, because it was not indicated in the [judgment]Decision that [Eğitim-Sen]LegalPerson had carried out [illegal activities]Crime capable of undermining the unity of the [Republic of Turkey]LegalPerson.

YAGO
The [Court]wordnet_trial_court_108336490 is not convinced by the reasoning of the [combined divisions of the Court of Cassation]wordnet_trial_court_108336490 because it was not indicated in the [judgment]wordnet_judgment_101187810 that [Eğitim-Sen]wordnet_union_108233056 had carried out [illegal activities]wordnet_illegality_104810327 capable of undermining the unity of the [Republic of Turkey]person.

Figure 2: An example of legal entities annotated at different levels of granularity.

3.2 Wikipedia as a source of annotated examples

Wikipedia has been used as a corpus for NERC because it provides a fair amount of naturally occurring text where entities are manually tagged and linked to an ontology, i.e., the DBpedia [16] ontology. One of the shortcomings of such approach is that
not all entity mentions are tagged, but it is a starting point to learn a first version of a NER tagger, which can then be used to tag further corpora and alleviate the human annotation task.

To build our corpus, we downloaded a XML dump of the English Wikipedia from March 2016, and we processed it via the WikiExtractor [22] to remove all the XML tags and Wikipedia markdown tags, but leaving the links. We extracted all those articles that contained a link to an entity of YAGO that belongs to our mapped ontology. We considered as tagged entities the spans of text that are an anchor for a hyperlink whose URI is one of the mapped entities. We obtained a total of 4.5 million mentions, corresponding to 102,000 unique entities. Then, we extracted sentences that contained at least one mention of a named entity.

We consider the problem of Named Entity Recognition and Classification as a word-based representation, i.e., each word represents a training instance. Then, words within the anchor span belong to the I class (Inside a Named Entity), others to the O class (Outside a Named Entity). The O class made more than 90% of the instances. This imbalance in the classes results largely biased the classifiers, so we randomly subsampled non-named entity words to make them at most 50% of the corpus. The resulting corpus consists of 21 million words, with words belonging to the O-class already subsampled.

The corpus was divided into three parts: 80% of the corpus for training, 10% for tuning and 10% for testing. The elements on each part were randomly selected to preserve the proportion of each class in the original corpus, with a minimum of one instance of each class appearing in each part of the corpus (training, tuning and testing). We consider only entities with a Wikipedia page and with more than 3 mentions in Wikipedia.

4 Learning a NERC

Using the corpus described in the previous section, we trained a classifier for Named Entity Recognition and Classification. The objective of this classifier is to identify in naturally occurring text mentions the Named Entities belonging to the classes of the ontology, and classify them in the corresponding class, at different levels of granularity. Note that we do not consider here the URI level, which is treated qualitatively differently by the Named Entity Linking approach, and we will detail it in Section 5.

4.1 Learners

We have applied different approaches to exploit our annotated examples. First of all, we have trained a linear classifier, namely a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with a linear kernel, and the Stanford CRF Classifier model for NERC [23], with our corpus with Wikipedia annotations for the LKIF classes. Decision trees and Naive Bayes (NB) classifiers were discarded because the cardinality of the classes was too large for those methods. The Stanford NERC could not handle the level of granularity with most classes, the YAGO level.

7https://dumps.wikimedia.org/
Moreover, we have learnt a neural network, carrying out experiments with one, two and three hidden layers, but it resulted that a single hidden layer, smaller than the input layer, performed better, so we set this architecture. We have explored more complex configurations of the neural network, including Curriculum Learning [5], a learning strategy that is specially adequate for hierarchically structured problems like ours, with subsequent levels of granularity. However, none of these more complex configurations improved performance. For more details about the use of Curriculum Learning in our NERC, we refer the reader to [11].

4.2 Representation of examples

We represented examples with a subset of the features proposed by Finkel et al. [13] for the Stanford Parser CRF-model. For each instance (i.e., each word), we used: current word, current word PoS-tag, all the n-grams (1 ≤ n ≤ 6) of characters forming the prefixes and suffixes of the word, the previous and next word, the bag of words (up to 4) at left and right, the tags of the surrounding sequence with a symmetric window of 2 words, and the occurrence of a word in a full or part of a gazetteer. The final vector characterizing each instance has more than 1.5e6 features, too large to be handled due to memory limitations. In addition, the matrix was largely sparse. As a solution, we applied a simple feature selection technique using Variance Threshold. We filtered out all features with variance less than 2e-4, reducing the amount of features to 11997. For the Stanford NERC, we used the same features as the MLP classifiers, except the presence in gazetteers and the PoS tags of surrounding words.

The experiments were also carried out using word embeddings. We originally did some exploration using the Google News corpus pre-trained embeddings, which are 3 million dense word vectors of dimension 300, trained on a 100 billion words corpus. However, we decided to go with some embeddings trained by ourselves using Word2Vec’s skip-gram algorithm, based solely in the Wikipedia corpus we later use for the NERC task. All words with less than 5 occurrences were filtered out, leaving roughly 2.5 million unique tokens (meaning that a capitalized word is treated differently than an all lower case word), from a corpus of 1 billion raw words. The trained embeddings were of size 200, and taking them we generate a matrix where each instance is represented by the vector of the instance word surrounded by a symmetric window of 3 words at each size. Thus, the input vector of the network is of dimension 1400 as it holds the vectors of a 7 word window total. If the word was near the beginning or the end of a sentence, the vector is padded with zeros. We also pad with zeros in case no representation of the word (capitalized or not) is found in the Word2Vec model.

Word embeddings are known to be particularly apt for domain transfer, because they provide some smoothing over the obtained model, preventing overfitting to the training set. Therefore, we expect them to be useful to transfer the models obtained from Wikipedia to other corpora, like the judgments of the ECHR.

However, it is also known that embeddings are more adequate the bigger the corpus they are learnt from, and if the corpus belongs to the same domain to which it will
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8https://code.google.com/archive/p/word2vec/
be applied. In our case, we have a very big corpus, namely Wikipedia, that does not belong to the domain to which we want to apply the embeddings, namely the judgments. Therefore, we have experimented with three kinds of embeddings: embeddings obtained from Wikipedia alone (as described above), those obtained with the same methodology but from the judgments alone, and those obtained with a mixed corpus made of judgments of the ECHR, and a similar quantity of text from Wikipedia. To train word embeddings for judgments of the ECHR, we obtained all cases in English from the ECHR’s official site available on November 2016, leading to a total of 10,735 documents.

5 Developing a Named Entity Linker

The Named Entity Linking task consists in assigning YAGO URIs to the Wikipedia mentions, as shown in Example 2. The total number of entities found in the selected documents is too big (174,913) to train a classifier directly. To overcome this problem, we use a two-step classification pipeline. Using the NERC provided by the previous step, we first classify each mention as its most specific class in our ontology. For each of these classes, we train a classifier to identify the correct YAGO URI for the instance using only the URIs belonging to the given class. Therefore, we build several classifiers, each of them trained with a reduced number of labels. Note that each classifier is trained using only entity mentions for a total of 48,353 classes, excluding the ‘O’ class.

The state of the art tool for NEL is Babelfy9, but we could not compare to it comparison because it has a daily limit of 1000 queries.

The algorithm to train the two-step pipeline is provided in Figure 3, while the algorithm for classification is described in Figure 4.

1. Assign to each mention its ground truth ontology label.
2. Split the dataset into train/test/validation.
3. For each assigned ontology class:
   3.1. Build new train/test/validation datasets by filtering out mentions not tagged with this class.
   3.2. Train and evaluate a classifier with the new train/test/validation datasets.

Figure 3: Algorithm to train a NEL in two steps.

The classifiers learnt for each of the classes were Neural Network classifiers with a single hidden layer, of size 2*number of classes with a minimum of 10 and a maximum of 500. Other classifiers cannot handle the high number of classes in this setting, in particular, the Stanford NERC is incapable of handling them.

9http://babelfy.org/
1. For each instance, assign a NE class to it using a previously trained NERC.
2. Select the classifier assigned to the class, and use it to obtain a YAGO uri prediction of the instance.

Figure 4: Algorithm to classify an unseen entity using the NEL.

As a comparison ground, we also evaluated two baselines, a random classifier and a k-nearest neighbors. For the random baseline, given the LKIF class for the entity (either ground truth or assigned by an automated NERC), the final label is chosen randomly among the YAGO URIs seen for that LKIF class in the training set, weighted by their frequency. The k-nearest neighbors classifier is trained using the current, previous and following word tokens, which is equivalent to checking the overlap of the terms in the entity.

We distinguish two types of evaluations: the performance of each classifier, using ground truth ontology classes, and the performance of the complete pipeline, accumulating error from automated NERC. The individual classifier performance is not related to the other classifiers, and is affected only by the YAGO URIs in the same LKIF class. It is calculated using the test set associated with each class, that does not include the ‘O’ class.

6 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance, we computed accuracy, precision and recall in a word-to-word basis in the test portion of our Wikipedia corpus, totalling 2 million words of which the half belong to NEs and the other half to non-NEs. Thus, the evaluation consisted on calculating the proportion of words that had been correctly or incorrectly tagged as part of a NE and as belonging to a class of NEs at different levels of granularity.

For this particular problem, accuracy does not throw much light upon the performance of the classifier because the performance for the majority class, non-NE, eclipses the performance for the rest. To have a better insight on the performance, the metrics of precision and recall are more adequate. We calculated those metrics per class, and we provide a simple average without the non-NE class. Besides not being obscured by the huge non-NE class, this average is not weighted by the population of the class (thus an equivalent of macro-average). Therefore, the differences in these metrics are then showing differences in all classes, with less populated classes in equal footage with more populated ones.

Additionally, we discriminate the performance of some classifiers in the 20% most populated classes and in the 20% least populated classes, to have a global view of the errors. We also show the confusion matrix of classification (Figure 8), casting classes into bins according to their frequency to enable results to be displayed. This evaluation shows how errors are distributed, in order to address further developments in the right
direction.

6.1 Evaluation on a corpus of judgments

Evaluating on Wikipedia has the advantage that NERC and NEL models have been learnt with Wikipedia itself, so they are working on comparable corpora. However, even if it is useful to detect NEs in the Wikipedia itself, it is far more useful for the community to detect NEs in legal corpora like norms or case-law. That is why we have manually annotated a corpus of judgments of the European Court of Human Rights, identifying NEs that belong to classes in our ontology or to comparable classes that might be added to the ontology. This annotated corpus is useful to evaluate the performance of the developed NERC and NEL tools, but it will also be used to train specific NERC and NEL models that might be combined with Wikipedia ones.

More precisely, we annotated excerpts from 5 judgments of the ECHR, obtained from the Court website\(^\text{10}\) and totalling 19,000 words. We identified 1,500 entities, totalling 3,650 words. Annotators followed specific guidelines, inspired in the LDC guidelines for annotation of NEs \cite{21}. Annotators were instructed to classify NEs at YAGO and URI levels, but no consistent annotation guidelines could be developed for the URI level, which is equivalent to Named Entity Linking, thus it has not been used for evaluation yet.

There were 4 different annotators, and three judgments were annotated by at least 2 annotators independently, to assess inter-annotator agreement using Cohen’s kappa coefficient \cite{12}. The agreement between judges ranged from $\kappa = .4$ to $\kappa = .61$, without significant differences across levels of granularity. Most of the disagreement between annotators was found for the recognition of NEs, not for their classification. The classes and subclasses of Document, Organization and Person were the most consistent across annotators, while Act, Abstraction and non-NE accumulated most discrepancies.

The inter-annotator agreement obtained for this annotation is not high, and does not guarantee reproducible results. We are planning to improve annotation guidelines, including discussion sessions to unify criteria. Then, a more reliable version of these annotations will be produced, useful for evaluation, and more importantly, to train domain-specific NERC and NEL. For the time being, these annotations can be used for evaluation to obtain results that are indicative of the performance of the tools on legal text.

7 Analysis of the results

In this section, we describe and analyze the results of different approaches to NERC and NEL in the Wikipedia and in the corpus of annotated judgments of the ECHR.

7.1 NERC results on Wikipedia

The results for NERC on the test portion of our Wikipedia corpus at different levels of abstraction are reported in Table 1. We show the overall accuracy (taking into consid-
Table 1: Results for Named Entity Recognition and Classification on the test portion of the Wikipedia corpus, for different approaches, at different levels of granularity. Accuracy figures take into consideration the majority class of non-NEs, but precision and recall are an average of all classes (macro-average) except the majority class of non-NEs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>approach</th>
<th>accuracy</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>NER (2 classes)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford NER</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NERC (6 classes)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford NER</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td><strong>.89</strong></td>
<td><strong>.83</strong></td>
<td><strong>.86</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LKIF (21 classes)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford NER</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td><strong>.84</strong></td>
<td><strong>.71</strong></td>
<td><strong>.77</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.65</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb</td>
<td>.93</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>YAGO (122 classes)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>.89</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford NER</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td><strong>.76</strong></td>
<td><strong>.64</strong></td>
<td><strong>.69</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At bird’s eye view, it can be seen that the SVM classifier performs far worse than the rest, and also that word embeddings consistently worsen the performance of the Neural Network classifier. The Stanford NERC performs worse than the Neural Network classifier at the NER level, but they perform indistinguishably at NERC level and Stanford performs better at LKIF level. However, it can be observed that the Neural Network performs better at the YAGO level than at the LKIF level, even though there are 122 classes at the YAGO level vs. 21 classes at LKIF level.

If we take a closer look at performance, we can see in Figure 7 that the Neural Network classifier performs far better in smaller classes (with less instances) than in bigger classes, for all levels of abstraction but most dramatically for the LKIF level,
where F-score for the 20% biggest classes drops to .11 (in contrast with .62 for NERC and .42 for YAGO), while for the smallest classes it keeps within the smooth decrease of performance that can be expected from the increase in the number of classes, and thus an increase in the difficulty of classification.

These results corroborate an observation that has already been anticipated in general results, namely, that the LKIF level of generalization is not adequate for automated NERC, and that the NERC cannot distinguish the classes defined at that level, that is, in the original LKIF ontology. In contrast, the NERC does a better job at distinguishing YAGO classes, even if the classification problem is more difficult because of the bigger number of classes.

On the other hand, the fact that smaller classes are recognized better than bigger classes indicates that bigger classes are ill-delimited. It may be that these classes are built as catch-all classes, grouping heterogeneous subclasses. Therefore, it seems that the chosen level of granularity for legal NERC using our ontology should be the most fine-grained, because it provides most information without a significant loss in performance, or even with a gain in performance for the most populated classes. Another possibility to improve the performance at LKIF level would be to revisit the alignment,
which is in our plans for the near future, but we do not expect to have important changes in that aspect.

We also explored the confusion matrix of classification (Figure 8), to obtain a more qualitative insight on the errors of the classifiers. In the first place, we can see that there is barely no confusion between non-NEs (the ‘O’ class) and the rest of classes. In the least fine-grained level, NERC, most of the confusion is between classes Document and Act. This can be explained by observing that, in the legal domain, acts are often materialized as documents, e.g., in declarations, prohibitions. However, the high rate of confusion indicates that this distinction is inadequate for the task.

In the other levels, most of the confusion is found between the most frequent classes, as it may be noticed in the confusion matrix for the YAGO level, where many words that belong to smaller classes are classified as belonging to bigger classes. This can also be found at LKIF level: we see that many instances of smaller classes are classified as belonging to the most populated class, Company. To address this bias, we will train our classifier with attention to class imbalance, forcing balance by reducing the number of instances of bigger classes. This bias will also be taken into account for the annotation of judgments of the ECHR.

### 7.2 NERC results on the judgments of the ECHR

The results for NERC in the corpus of judgments of the ECHR described in Section 6.1 are shown in Table 2 and in Figure 6. We can see the results with the models trained on Wikipedia and applied to the ECHR documents, and with models trained with and applied to the ECHR corpus (divided in training and test splits). We can also see models working on different representations of examples, as described in Section 4.2. The
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NERC (6 classes)</th>
<th>LKIF (21 classes)</th>
<th>YAGO (122 classes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiki trained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb wiki</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.34</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb mix</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.42</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb echr</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.38</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>.73</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECHR trained</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb echr</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.52</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb wiki</td>
<td>.78</td>
<td>.54</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+WordEmb mix</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>.79</td>
<td>.67</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results for Named Entity Recognition and Classification on the corpus of judgments of the ECHR, for different approaches, at different levels of granularity, with models trained only with the documents of the ECHR themselves (divided in training and test) and with models trained with the Wikipedia, combined with embeddings obtained from the Wikipedia, from the ECHR or from both. Accuracy figures take into consideration the majority class of non-NEs, but precision and recall are an average of all classes (macro-average) except the majority class of non-NEs.
Table 3: Results for Named Entity Linking on the test portion of the Wikipedia corpus, for different approaches, including random and K-nn baselines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>approach</th>
<th>accuracy</th>
<th>precision</th>
<th>recall</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEL on ground truth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN+word embeddings</td>
<td>.72</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEL on automatic YAGO-level NERC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NN</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baselines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-nn</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Variations are handcrafted features and different combinations of embeddings: obtained from Wikipedia alone, obtained from the judgments of the ECHR alone, and obtained from Wikipedia and the ECHR in equal parts.

We can see that, on the ECHR corpus, results obtained for models trained with the annotated corpus of ECHR judgments perform significantly better than those trained with Wikipedia, even if the latter are obtained with a much bigger corpus. The differences in performance can be seen more clearly in the F-measure plot in Figure 6 (right). This drop in performance is mainly due to the fact that the variability of entities and the way they are mentioned is far smaller in the ECHR than in Wikipedia. There are fewer unique entities and some of them are repeated very often (e.g., “Court”, “applicant”) or in very predictable ways (e.g., cites of cases as jurisprudence).

For models trained with the annotated corpus of ECHR judgments, word embeddings decrease performance. This results are mainly explainable because of overfitting: word embeddings prevent overfitting, and are beneficial specially in the cases of very variable data or domain change, which is not the case when the NERC is trained with the ECHR corpus, with very little variability.

We also highlight that there is little difference between word embeddings trained with different inputs, although Wikipedia-trained word embeddings present better performance in general. There is no consistent difference between mixed and ECHR trained embeddings. In contrast, in Wikipedia-trained models, ECHR and mixed (ECHR+Wikipedia) word embeddings improve both precision and recall. This shows that, when we have a domain-specific model, embeddings obtained from a significantly bigger corpus are more beneficial. However, when no in-domain information is available, a representation obtained from many unlabeled examples yields a bigger improvement. For a lengthier discussion of these results, see Teruel and Cardellino (2017) [10].

### 7.3 NEL results on Wikipedia

As explained in Section 6.1, NEL could not be evaluated on the corpus of judgments, but only on Wikipedia, because annotation at the level of entities has not been consolidated in the corpus of judgments of the ECHR. Therefore, approaches to NEL have
only been evaluated on the test portion of the corpus of Wikipedia.

Results are shown in Table 3. As could be expected from the results for NERC, word embeddings worsened the performance of prediction. We can see that the performance of NEL is quite acceptable if it is applied on ground-truth labels, but it only reaches a 16% F-measure if applied over automatic NERC at the YAGO level of classification. Thus, the fully automated pipeline for NEL is far from satisfactory. Nevertheless, we expect that improvements in YAGO-level classification will have a big impact on NEL.

We also plan to substitute the word-based representation of NEs by a string-based representation that allows for better string overlap heuristics and a customized edit distance for abbreviation heuristics.

8 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented an approach to develop a Named Entity Recognizer, Classifier and Linker exploiting Wikipedia. The resulting tools and resources are open-source and freely available to anyone in the community, but, more importantly, this approach can be reproduced for any legal subdomain of interest.

We have created an alignment between the Wikipedia-based ontology YAGO and a well-established ontology for the legal domain, LKIF. Through this alignment, we have delimited the domain of legal entities that we are targeting, and we have obtained all mentions of those entities in Wikipedia. Mentions are then used as manually annotated examples to train a Named Entity Recognizer, Classifier and Linker. We have established four levels of granularity for the classification of the entities.

We have trained different kinds of classifiers and evaluated them on Wikipedia and on the manually annotated judgments of the European Court of Human Rights. A Neural Network classifier and the Stanford CRF NERC achieve state-of-the-art performance at the standard 5-way classification problem (with classes Person, Organization, Document, Abstraction, Act). For finer-grained distinctions, the Stanford NERC obtains slightly better performance but the Neural Network classifier can deal with a bigger number of classes.

We have also seen that the classes defined by the LKIF ontology are hard to capture using Wikipedia examples, probably because the conceptualization is very different. Although overall performance is not affected, we have seen that bigger classes (populated with more mentions in Wikipedia text) accumulate most of the error. We will be addressing this problem applying methods to balance classes for the learner and also by reconsidering the alignment using error analysis. We expect this will produce an improvement in performance that will also impact at the other levels of granularity.

As they are, the resources we have created are useful to pre-annotate the legal domain articles of Wikipedia, for example, in synergy with the WikiProject Law [1], which aims to better organize information in Wikipedia articles related to the law domain. We are also planning to use the NERC and NEL to speed up the manual annotations of the judgments of the ECHR. Then, from these annotations, we expect to obtain new mentions and entities to populate our legal ontology.
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Figure 8: Confusion matrix of classification by Neural Networks with handcrafted features in different levels of granularity: NERC (top), LKIF (middle) and YAGO (bottom).